Organization of the Presynaptic Active Zone by ERC2/CAST1-Dependent Clustering of the Tandem PDZ Protein Syntenin-1
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Presynaptic active zones contain a cytoskeletal matrix called the CAZ, which is thought to play a critical role in the regulation of active zone formation and neurotransmitter release. Recent studies have identified several CAZ components, but little is known about how they contribute to the molecular organization of active zones. Here, we report a novel PDZ [postsynaptic density-95/Discs large/zona occludens-1] interaction between the CAZ protein ERC2/CAST1 and the tandem PDZ protein syntenin-1, which is known to associate with diverse synaptic proteins, including glutamate receptor subunits, SynCAM, and β-neurexin. This interaction promotes the localization of syntenin-1 at presynaptic ERC2 clusters. In addition to the PDZ interaction, multimerization of both ERC2 and syntenin-1 mediates syntenin-1 clustering. These results suggest that ERC2 promotes presynaptic syntenin-1 clustering by two distinct mechanisms and that syntenin-1 may contribute to the molecular organization of active zones by linking ERC2 and other CAZ components to diverse syntenin-1-associated synaptic proteins.
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Introduction

Active zones are specialized regions of the presynaptic plasma membrane where neurotransmitter vesicles dock, fuse, and release neurotransmitters. Active zones are characterized by the presence of an electron-dense matrix of proteins termed the presynaptic cytomatrix at the active zone (CAZ). The CAZ contains various multidomain proteins that are thought to organize active zones, recruit synaptic vesicles, and regulate neurotransmitter release (Dresbach et al., 2001; Rosenmund et al., 2003; Sudhof, 2004; Zhen and Jin, 2004; Ziv and Garner, 2004). Known CAZ proteins include Piccolo/aczonin, Bassoon, RIM, Munc13, ERC/CAST, and liprin-α. But it is primarily unknown how they contribute to the structural and functional organization of presynaptic active zones.

The ERC family of CAZ proteins contains two known members: ERC1/ELKS/Rab6IP2/CAST2 and ERC2/CAST1 (Nakata et al., 1999; Monier et al., 2002; Ohtsuka et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2002; Deguchi-Tawarada et al., 2004). ERC1 has two splice variants, ubiquitous ERC1a and brain-specific ERC1b, whereas no splice variants are known for the brain-specific ERC2. ERC1b and ERC2 share the same C-terminal PDZ [postsynaptic density-95 (PSD-95)/Discs large/zona occludens-1] domain-binding motif. ERC interacts with other CAZ proteins including RIM, Piccolo, Bassoon, and liprin-α (Ohtsuka et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2002; Ko et al., 2003b; Takao-Rikitsu et al., 2004). Functionally, the interaction of ERC2 with RIM1 and Bassoon/Piccolo has been shown to regulate neurotransmitter release (Takao-Rikitsu et al., 2004). These previous reports suggest that ERC regulates CAZ assembly and presynaptic function, but molecular mechanisms underlying these functions are not well understood.

Syntenin is a family of tandem PDZ proteins with two known members: syntenin-1 and syntenin-2. Syntenin was originally isolated as binding partners of syndecan (Grootjans et al., 1997), a cell surface heparan sulfate proteoglycan. The PDZ domains of syntenin interact with a variety of membrane and cytosolic proteins including glutamate receptor subunits (AMPA, kainate, and metabotropic), β-neurexin, SynCAM, and Rab5 (Biederer et al., 2002; Hirbec et al., 2002, 2003; Enz and Croci, 2003; Tomoda et al., 2004). Accordingly, syntenin has been implicated in various cellular processes including cell adhesion, synaptic transmission, membrane–cytoskeleton organization, signaling, trafficking, and gene expression.

Here, we report ERC2 associates with and induces presynaptic...
clustering of syntenin-1 by two distinct mechanisms: PDZ interaction and protein multimerization. These mechanisms may contribute to the organization of active zones.

Materials and Methods

Yeast two hybrid. ERC2 (amino acids 833–954 and 833–957), ERC1b (881–992), syndecan-2 (170–201), ephrin-B2 (258–336), and EphA7 (915–998) were subcloned into pBHA (bait vector). pGAD10 (prey vector; Clontech, Mountain View, CA) constructs were as follows: syntenin-2α (amino acids 1–292); RIM1α (597–707); and RIM2β (452–582).

cDNA constructs. Rat syntenin-1 was subcloned into pFLAG-CMV2 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and pEGFP-C1 (Clontech). Human syntenin-2α and human ERC2 were subcloned into pFLAG-CMV2 and pCDNA3-HA (Invitrogen, San Diego, CA), respectively. For pull down, full-length syntenin-1 and ERC2 (amino acids 948–957) were subcloned into pET32a and pGEX4T-1. EGFP-ERC2 and EGFP-ERC2b constructs have been described previously (Kim and Sheng, 2004) that interacts with RIM (Ohtsuka et al., 1997; 1998) which interacts with both syntenins (Koroll et al., 2001). Point mutations in PDZ2 but not PDZ1 of syntenin-1 eliminates ERC2 binding. Syntenin-1 mutations (PDZ1 G128E, PDZ2 G212D, or both) were tested for ERC2 binding.

In situ hybridization. In situ hybridization was performed as described previously (D. Kim et al., 2003). Hybridization probes were prepared from pGEM7zf containing rat ERC1b (nucleotides 2761–3356; GenBank accession number AF541926), ERC2 (305–699; GenBank accession number AF541925), and syntenin-1 (1081–1680; GenBank accession number AF248548). 35S-labeled antisense riboprobes were prepared using Riboprobe System (Promega, Madison, WI).

Antibodies. Immunogens were glutathione S-transferase (GST)–syntenin-1 (amino acids 1–300; 1308 guinea pig) and GST-ERC1b (429–700; 1395 rabbit; 1398 guinea pig). The following antibodies have been described previously: ERC2 1292 (Kim et al., 2003b), EGFP-ERC2, and EGFP-ERC2b constructs have been described previously (Ko et al., 2003b). To screen for additional PDZ proteins, WT, Wild type; ∆WIA, deletion of the last three residues. B, Point mutation in PDZ2 but not PDZ1 of syntenin-1 eliminates ERC2 interaction. Syntenin-1 mutants (PDZ2 G212D; PDZ2 G212D, or both) were tested for ERC2 binding. C, Critical residues at the ERC2 C terminus for syntenin binding. HIS3 activity: ++ + +, >60%; + +, 30–60%; +, 10–30%; −, no significant growth. β-Galactosidase (β-gal) activity: ++ +, <45 min; +, 45–90 min; +, 90–240 min; −, no significant activity.

Results

In vitro interaction between ERC and syntenin

ERC1b and ERC2 share a class II PDZ-binding C-terminal motif (Kim and Sheng, 2004) that interacts with RIM (Ohkutsu et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2002). Because RIM may not be the only (or major) binding partner of ERC, we searched for additional PDZ proteins using the ERC2 C terminus (amino acids 833–957) as bait in yeast two-hybrid screens. Of 80 positive clones, 42 encoded overlapping fragments of syntenin-1. Notably, RIM was not isolated from the screen, and syntenin-1 was the only PDZ protein among the positive clones. However, ERC2 interacted equally with syntenin-1 and RIM1 in yeast two-hybrid assays (see below). Thus, the lack of RIM1 in prey clones may simply reflect the scarcity of RIM1 cDNA in our yeast two-hybrid library.

In yeast two-hybrid assays, ERC2 lacking the last three residues lost interaction with syntenin-1, and in syntenin-1, both PDZ domains were required for ERC2 binding (Fig. IA). A point mutation in PDZ2 (G212D) but not PDZ1 (G212E) eliminated ERC2 binding (Fig. IB), suggesting that PDZ2 mediates ERC2 binding. ERC2 did not interact with PDZ domains from Piccolo, GRIP1, PSD-95, or LIN-7 (data not shown). Syntenin-2 also weakly interacted with ERC2 (Fig. IB), similar to β-neurexin, which interacts with both syntenins (Koroll et al., 2001). Point mutations in the last four residues of ERC2 differentially affected its binding to syntenins and RIMs (Fig. IC), suggesting that these interactions use slightly different mechanisms.

GST–syntenin-1 pulled down only the ERC2 deletions containing the C terminus (amino acids 1–957 and 773–957) (Fig. 2A). In addition, GST ERC2 (amino acids 948–957), but not GST alone, pulled down hexahistidine-tagged, full-length syntenin-1 fusion proteins, indicating that the two proteins interact directly (Fig. 2B). In heterologous cells, ERC2 and ERC1b formed a complex with syntenin-1 and syntenin-2 (Fig. 2C–F), but not with...
chapsyn-110/PSD-93 (control) (Fig. 2J). C-terminal deletion in the ERC2 and PDZ2 mutation in syntenin-1 eliminated the interaction (Fig. 2G). In a coclustering assay, syntenin-1 was redistributed from focal adhesion-like sites to ERC2 clusters (Fig. 2K–M). Together, these results indicate that ERC- and syntenin-family proteins associate through the canonical PDZ interaction.

**Overlapping distribution patterns and biochemical association between ERC and syntenin in the brain**

We first compared the mRNA distribution patterns of ERC1b, ERC2, and syntenin-1 (Fig. 3A–C). ERC1b and ERC2 mRNAs were widely expressed in rat brain regions at postnatal days 3, 7, and 12 (Fig. 3A, B). However, at the adult stage (6 weeks), ERC1b and ERC2 showed an interesting segregation: ERC1b mainly distributed to the hippocampus and cerebellum, whereas ERC2 was localized in forebrain regions including the olfactory bulb, cortex, hippocampus, and medial habenular nucleus of the thalamus (Fig. 3A, B). However, syntenin-1 distributed to various brain regions without any obvious segregation throughout postnatal stages (Fig. 3C), consistent with a recent report (Ohno et al., 2004). Thus, syntenin-1 may associate with ERCs in specific adult brain regions (i.e., syntenin-1 mainly associates with ERC1b in the cerebellum; with ERC2 in the olfactory bulb, cortex, and medial habenular; and with both ERC1b and ERC2 in the hippocampus).

Next, we generated ERC and syntenin-1 antibodies (1308 and 1313, specific for syntenin-1; 1395 specific for both ERC1b and ERC2; 1398 specific for ERC1b) (Fig. 4A–C). Immunoblot analysis revealed that both syntenin-1 and ERC are widely expressed in regions including the cortex, cerebellum, hippocampus, and striatum (Fig. 4D). The expression levels of syntenin-1, ERC1b, and ERC2 increased during postnatal development (Fig. 4E). Syntenin-1 distributed to various subcellular regions including the crude synaptosomal (P2), cytosolic (S3), and light membrane (P3) fractions, and ERC1b and ERC2 were mainly detected in the
ERC2 promotes presynaptic clustering of syntenin-1

Our coclustering and biochemical fractionation data (Figs. 2K–M, 4F) and previous reports (Ohtsuka et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2002) indicate that ERC2 is active zone specific, whereas syntenin-1 is partially synaptic, suggesting that ERC2 may regulate presynaptic syntenin-1 clustering. When expressed alone in cultured neurons, syntenin-1 partially colocalized with Piccolo and ERC2; 18.3 ± 3.4% (n = 18) of Piccolo and 22.2 ± 2.8% (n = 23) of ERC2 clusters were syntenin-1 positive (Fig. 5A,B,F). Importantly, when syntenin-1 was coexpressed with ERC2, which is targeted to presynaptic sites by itself (Ohtsuka et al., 2002; Ko et al., 2003b), syntenin-1 was mostly redistributed to ERC2 clusters (69.6 ± 7.2% of ERC2 clusters were syntenin-1 positive; n = 13; *p < 0.0001 compared with syntenin-1 alone) (Fig. 5C,F). These results suggest that ERC2 promotes presynaptic syntenin-1 clustering. Notably, syntenin-1 was distributed in both axons and dendrites (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), suggesting that syntenin-1 has additional functions in dendrites. Consistent with these findings, a recent report showed that syntenin-1 is involved in the regulation of dendritic protrusions (Hirbec et al., 2005).

ERC2-dependent presynaptic syntenin-1 clustering involves both the PDZ interaction and ERC2 multimerization

Surprisingly, ERC2 amino acids 1–954, which lack ERC2 binding, induced a high-level syntenin clustering (73.8 ± 5.7%; n = 17; *p < 0.0001 compared with syntenin-1 alone) (Fig. 5D,F) similar to that induced by full-length ERC2. In addition, we did not observe a reduction in either the area (2.51 ± 0.25 for ERC2 amino acids 1–954, n = 17, p = 0.0579; 3.33 ± 0.30 for ERC2 amino acids 1–957, n = 13) or the immunofluorescence intensity (180.55 ± 6.70 for ERC2 amino acids 1–954, n = 17, p = 0.5682; 185.18 ± 4.39 for ERC2 amino acids 1–957, n = 13) of the syntenin-1 clusters. A possibility is that ERC2 amino acids 1–954, which can be targeted to presynaptic sites by themselves (Ohtsuka et al., 2002; Ko et al., 2003b), might have recruited endogenous ERC2 and/or ERC1b by multimerization (Deguchi-Tawarada et al., 2004), promoting syntenin-1 clustering. This could be tested by examining whether an ERC2 mutant lacking both PDZ interaction and multimerization is capable of promoting syntenin-1 clustering.

To obtain such ERC2 mutant, we tested coimmunoprecipitation between two differentially tagged ERC2 deletion variants (Fig. 5G–I). In HEK293T cells, EGFP-ERC2 amino acids 1–693, but not 1–957 or 1–954, lost their interaction with HA-ERC2 full length. When expressed in neurons, ERC2 amino acids 1–693, which are targeted to presynaptic sites by themselves (Ko et al., 2003b), did not promote syntenin-1 clustering (28.7 ± 3.2%; n = 12; p = 0.1599 compared with syntenin-1 alone) (Fig. 5E,F). These results suggest that ERC2 promotes presynaptic syntenin-1 clustering through two distinct mechanisms: PDZ interaction and ERC multimerization.

ERC2-dependent syntenin-1 clustering involves syntenin-1 multimerization

Next, we tested syntenin-1 PDZ domain mutants. The syntenin-1 PDZ1 mutant (G128E) showed a high-level ERC2-dependent clustering (75.9 ± 4.3% of ERC2 clusters were syntenin-1 positive; n = 10) (Fig. 6B,H). Syntenin-1 with mutations in both PDZ domains (G128E/G212D) showed a reduced, although not significant, clustering (45.2 ± 12.4%; n = 10; p = 0.1) (Fig. 6D,H). These mutations (G128E and G128E/G212D) by themselves did not affect the synaptic localization of singly expressed
syntenin-1 (G128E: 12.4 ± 4.2% of Piccolo puncta were syntenin-1 positive, n = 10; G128E/G212D: 17.0 ± 4.3%, n = 12) (Fig. 6A, C, G). These results suggest that, although PDZ2 partly mediates syntenin-1 clustering, mechanisms other than the PDZ interaction are involved in ERC2-dependent syntenin-1 clustering.

How is the syntenin-1 G128E/G212D that lacks ERC2 binding localized to ERC2 clusters? Because syntenin-1, like ERC, forms multimers (Koroll et al., 2001), syntenin-1 G128E/G212D could be recruited to ERC2 clusters by forming multimers with ERC2-associated endogenous syntenin-1. To examine this hypothesis, we identified a point mutation (F197R) that disrupts syntenin-1 multimerization (Fig. 6I, J). When F197R was combined G128E/G212D, the triple syntenin-1 mutant (F197R/G128E/G212D) was primarily diffusely distributed throughout the neuron (Fig. 6E). Importantly, coexpressed ERC2 could not induce the clustering of this syntenin-1 mutant (Fig. 6F). These results suggest that both PDZ2 interaction and syntenin-1 multimerization are involved in ERC2-dependent syntenin-1 clustering.

ERC2 clusters distribute to both synaptic and extrasynaptic sites

A recent report has shown that ~38% of presynaptic Bassoon clusters are not in contact with dendrites and that ~67% of the off-dendrite Bassoon clusters are FM dye positive, suggesting that they are orphan release sites (Krueger et al., 2003). To determine whether some of the ERC2 clusters in our cultured neurons are not apposed to postsynaptic sites, neurons were costained for ERC2 and PSD-95, an excitatory postsynaptic marker. ERC2 clusters often colocalized with or were closely apposed to PSD-95 clusters, especially when the axons were in apparent contact with dendrites (Fig. 7A). Notably, the axons in PSD-95-lacking regions also showed clear ERC2 clusters along the axons (Fig. 7B), suggesting that they may represent extrasynaptic ERC2 clusters, although some of them may still colocalize with inhibitory synapses. Considering our previous results that ~97% of exogenous ERC2 clusters are positive for Piccolo (Ko et al., 2003b), these results suggest that some of the extrasynaptic ERC2 clusters represent orphan release sites.

Figure 4. Overlapping expression patterns and biochemical association between ERC and syntenin-1 in the brain. A–C, Characterization of ERC and syntenin-1 antibodies. A, Specificity of syntenin-1 antibodies. Lysates of HEK293T cells transfected with FLAG–syntenin-1 or FLAG–syntenin-2 were immunoblotted with syntenin-1 antibodies (1308 and 1313). FLAG signals were used for normalization. B, Specificity of ERC1b antibodies. Lysates of HEK293T cells transfected with EGFP–ERC1b or EGFP–ERC2 were immunoblotted with antibodies raised against ERC1b (1395 and 1398). Note that the 1398 antibody is specific for ERC1b, whereas the 1395 antibody recognizes both ERC1b and ERC2. EGFP signals were used for normalization. C, Recognition of a single target band in rat brain by syntenin-1 and ERC1b antibodies. Rat brain fractions (S2, P2; see below for details) were immunoblotted with the indicated syntenin-1 (1308 and 1313) and ERC1b (1398) antibodies. P2, PSD-95 and ERC1b (1292) antibodies were used as controls. D, Expression of syntenin-1 and ERC proteins in brain regions. Adult rat brain homogenates were immunoblotted with syntenin-1 and ERC (1398 for ERC1b and 1292 for ERC2) antibodies. RIM1 and PSD-95 antibodies were used as controls. E, Postnatal expression of syntenin-1 and ERC in rat brain. F, Subcellular distribution of syntenin-1 and ERC. H, Homogenates; P1, nuclei and other large debris; P2, crude synaptosomes; S2, supernatant after P2 precipitation; S3, cytosol; LP1, synaptosomal membranes; LP2, synaptosomal cytosol; LP3, synaptic vesicle-enriched fraction; SynPhys, synaptophysin. G, Pull down of endogenous ERC2 by syntenin-1. G1 (G) and H (H) adult rat brain lysates were pulled down by GST–syntenin-1 and immunoblotted. ERC1b/2 (1395) antibodies were used for S2 precipitation as ERC1b is more abundant in this fraction. I, J, In vivo coimmunoprecipitation between ERC and syntenin-1. P2 (I) and S2 (J) adult rat brain lysates were precipitated with syntenin-1 (1308) antibodies and immunoblotted. RIM1 and KIF1A (a motor protein) antibodies were used as controls. Untrans., Untransfected; IP, immunoprecipitated.
Discussion
PDZ interaction and protein multimerization in ERC2-dependent presynaptic syntenin-1 clustering
Our data indicate that ERC2 promotes presynaptic syntenin-1 clustering through two distinct mechanisms: PDZ interaction and protein multimerization. Syntenin-1 and RIM1, which also binds to ERC2, seem to differ in the degree to which their synaptic targeting depends on the PDZ interaction with ERC2. PDZ deletion in RIM1 incompletely disrupts its synaptic localization (Ohtsuka et al., 2002), suggesting the involvement of additional mechanisms. In contrast, the syntenin-1 mutant lacking both PDZ binding and self-multimerization completely loses its presynaptic clustering, suggesting that ERC2 is a key determinant of presynaptic syntenin-1 targeting.

Our results reveal the importance of protein multimerization in ERC2-dependent presynaptic clustering. A multimeric ERC–syntenin interaction may have a higher affinity compared with a monomeric interaction and increase both the number and diversity of available protein–protein interaction modules in the ERC2–syntenin-1 complex. Thus, as shown in the heterodimerization-dependent presynaptic targeting of synapsin I (Gitler et al., 2004), protein multimerization may be widely involved in synaptic targeting and assembly.

Roles of the interaction between ERC and syntenin
A relevant in vivo situation for ERC2-dependent syntenin-1 clustering would be the global increase seen in ERC2 expression during postnatal brain development (Fig. 4E) or the formation of new synaptic contacts between axons and dendrites, in which ERC2 may be accumulated along with other CAZ components (Ziv and Garner, 2004). With regard to the partial synaptic localization of singly expressed syntenin-1, we hypothesize that syntenin-1 is distributed to various subcellular compartments for nonsynaptic functions when synaptic content of ERC2 is low,
whereas a high synaptic content of ERC2 may induce translocation of syntenin-1 to synaptic sites.

The ERC2–syntenin-1 interaction may contribute to the structural organization of active zones. The multimer-based ERC2–syntenin-1 complex may function as a core to which diverse ERC- and syntenin-interacting proteins are recruited. In particular, syntenin-1 may recruit a variety of membrane and cytosolic PDZ ligands including neurexin, a key inducer of presynaptic differentiation (Dean et al., 2003). Of note, syntenin-1 is the only molecule known so far to link neurexin to a CAZ protein, in this case ERC2, suggesting that these interactions may contribute to presynaptic differentiation.

The ERC2–syntenin-1 complex may regulate the function of active zones. The ERC2–RIM1 interaction is known to regulate neurotransmitter release (Takao-Rikitsu et al., 2004). Notably, the dominant-negative reagents used in this study to disrupt the ERC2–RIM1 PDZ interaction are likely to equally disrupt the ERC2–syntenin-1 interaction, which thus may also regulate neurotransmitter release.

ERC2 is mostly active zone specific (Ohtsuka et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2002). In contrast, ERC1b is additionally present in cytosolic and light membrane compartments (Fig. 4F) (Wang et al., 2002), suggesting that the ERC1b–syntenin-1 interaction may occur in these compartments. In this context, it should be noted that ERC1 binds Rab6 (Monier et al., 2002), a small GTPase implicated in post-Golgi traffic in neurons. In addition, syntenin interacts with Rab5 (Tomoda et al., 2004), a small GTPase that regulates synaptic vesicle cycling (Sudhof, 2004). Thus, the ERC1b–syntenin interaction may regulate the trafficking of ERC- and syntenin-associated protein complexes or small membranes. The increase in the number of membrane structures in dendrites of syntenin-overexpressing neurons (Hirbec et al., 2005) may reflect altered protein and membrane trafficking.

Our data indicate that some of the ERC2 clusters in cultured neurons are not apposed to postsynaptic sites. Because most ERC2 clusters are Piccolo positive (Ko et al., 2003b) and a significant fraction of Bassoon clusters that are not in contact with dendrites are FM dye positive (~67%) (Krueger et al., 2003), it is likely that the extrasynaptic ERC2 clusters represent orphan release sites. In this context, it is possible that the ERC2–syntenin-1 interaction contributes to the organization of not only active zones but also orphan release sites.
Partial colocalization of ERC2 clusters with PSD-95. A, B, Colocalization or close apposition of ERC2 clusters and PSD-95. Cultured hippocampal neurons transfected with EGFP-ERC2 [13 d in vitro (DIV)] were double stained for EGFP (ERC2) and PSD-95 at 15 DIV. Representative ERC2 clusters from PSD-95 cluster-rich (A) and PSD-95-lacking (B) regions. Scale bar, 25 μm.
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